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Acknowledging the difficulties and challenges that
second-year students experienced last year due to
the global pandemic, the support of Directional Guides on campus was extended. A total of 60
guides were available during the first five weeks of
the semester to help students navigate their way
around campus.

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and
Tiktok were the main channels of communication
with students. All information about workshops
and online activities, hosted by different departments within UL through Zoom and MS teams,
were available on multiple channels.

https://lnk.bio/FkOW
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The programme was delivered with the support of 5
social media guides who were available online from
9:00 to 17:00 daily for the 12 weeks of semester.
Social media guides were responsible for creating informative content and staying in contact with first-year
students. The content included information about upcoming events and workshops, videos of how to reach
different places on campus, tutorials on how to use
different digital tools, tips for study or healthy
meals, and competitions.
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This year an interactive handbook was created and designed for first-year students. In
this handbook, students can find updated,
relevant information including services,
tools, locations and contact information
about different areas within UL.

As a way of engaging with first-year students
the First Year Ambassador Programme was
launched this year. This programme aims to
promote the participation of first-year students through the development of audiovisual content: podcasts, Blogs and Vlogs.
First-year students have the opportunity to
share their experiences of university life with
other first-year students in a digital format.
The programme aims to encourage the
development of digital skills and a sense of
empowerment and agency among students.
We currently have 4 Ambassadors and
their exciting blogs which include
7 tips to keep up with studies and

7 reasons to live on campus

Kaprissia Djuhadi
Course: Biological and Chemical Sciences

Ciaran Kelly
Course: BA Arts ( German and Linguistics)

Sandra Nantumbwe
Course: MSc in Public Health

llya Miklashevitch
Course: BA Financial Mathematics
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First Year Experience - Virtual Orientation
This year’s FYE involved 3 Sessions Delivered by Virtual Guides.
The content delivered in Session 1 & 2 aimed to ensure each
student could complete some basic administrative tasks that are
central to getting started in UL, while getting to know their classmates. Virtual guides assisted first years in understanding what is
required of them, navigating their timetable, knowing how to

access available supports and helped to drive interaction in the
group. Session 3 saw the guides host an interactive group session
centred around the ‘Making the Leap’ module, which aims to
support students in their transition to higher education.
Overall, the initiative was successful and gauging from the feedback from the virtual guides and SSOs, the sessions
were well received by the majority of first year students. Feedback surveys have been sent to the guides, to gather
their views on the initiative. Feedback surveys have also been sent to first year students. The data will be evaluated
and used to inform and evolve, an enhanced experience for next year’s students. The feedback will also allow for
comparison with last year’s results in order to measure engagement levels for the 2021 FYE program.

The Irish Conference for Engaging Pedagogy which focussed
on ‘Student Engagement- Sustaining Inclusive Practice’ took
place on 14th December, co-chaired by Dr Mary Fitzpatrick
(UL) and Karen Buckley (DCU). A keynote was provided by

Prof Alison Cook Sather on sustaining student partnership.

Prof Alison Cook Sather
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Inclusive
Curricula
Learning
Analytics
for Student Success

National Seminar Series: Using student feedback and learning analytics in your professional development, Friday 17th December, 2021
This workshop, funded through
the National Seminar Series call,
was an opportunity for participants to experience and work
with a suite of online structured
resources which seek to support
teaching staff in attending to
feedback from student evaluations of teaching and the prospects learning analytics afford. The workshop will be facilitated by Dr Edd Pitt
(University of Kent) and showcased the guidance documents and scenario-based resources that have been created as part of the STELA (STudent Evaluation and Learning Analytics) project. There was a strong emphasis placed
upon reflection and active approaches from participants throughout the workshop.

STELA Live - Implementing Learning Analytics for Student Success
'STELA Live' is funded under the National Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning SATLE 2020 call and
builds on the new Policy on the Use of Data to Enhance Teaching, Learning and Assessment (Learning Analytics) and
Student Privacy Notice at UL, and the products of the cross-campus consultation conducted as part of the STELA
project. The project is led by Dr Angelica Rísquez (Educational Technologies and Learning Analytics Lead) and Sarah
Gibbons (Student Experience Lead, currently on leave, with Clare Halpin in this role). STELA Live aims to:
i.

(I) Complete a consultation process with UL relevant data owners and gatekeepers (Academic Registry, Data
Protection Officer, Business Intelligence Unit, Quality Office, and Registrar) to scope and resource access and
extraction of student success data and seek approval for use, informed through the national ORLA Data Conceptual model February-October 2021

ii.

(II) Baseline analysis of the variables that best predict performance and progression in 3/4 selected modules,
accessing and triangulating existing data including information in SIand relevant learning platforms.

iii.

(III) Design of a protocol for intervention to improve the academic experience of students through the delivery of timely, personalised, and actionable student feedback which is informed by teachers, students, and
relevant support services at UL.
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Towards Digital Education
LevUL up Digital Skills Development Programme
LevUL Up is a digital skills development programme for UL students
coordinated by CTL in collaboration with the Glucksman Library and
the Information Technology Division (ITD). This Autumn semester, LevUL Up comprised two parts, a Digital Skills Awareness
Course, hosted on Sulis, plus a calendar of 21 live online workshops
focusing on a range of digital skills and literacies.
Workshops were offered during a 6-week timeframe and repeated on a few occasions amounting
to 74 workshop instances in total. The workshops were delivered by both staff and students at UL, recorded, and
subsequently made available for all UL staff and students to watch back on a single channel.
At the end of this semester, almost 600 people are enrolled in the student role on the Digital Skills Awareness
Course, and almost 1,700 people registered for live online workshops.

Quick Tips for Teaching Online Blog Series
This semester the Quick Tips for Teaching Online blogging series coordinated by through the LTF have focused on
the dissemination of the intellectual outputs from the Erasmus+ project ‘SHaring Open educational practices Using
Technology For Higher Education’ (SHOUT4HE). Videos are showcased covering a wide variety of disciplinary
knowledge and pedagogical experience around technology-enhanced teaching practice.

Learning Technology Forum
As part of the LTF professional development series, the summer and Autumn 2021 offered multiple opportunities
for learning about the principles of effective online teaching, online student engagement, module design, content
creation, good practices with online assessment and technical sessions. A variety of workshops were organised
and delivered from CTL in collaboration with other colleagues in the LTF. The series was attended by over 350
participants and as always, recorded events have been archived in the Resources and the Supported tools
sections of the LTF website. During the month of November 7,289 views have been recorded in the LTF website.
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National and International Events

VIT&L
Valuing Ireland’s Teaching and Learning (VIT&L) Week ran from 8th to the 12th of November 2021, with events
across the sector continued until 30 November. During this period the higher education community came
together through local and national events to consider how teaching and learning is valued and what the future
of education will look like for the students of tomorrow. As part of VIT&L, CTL led the following events:
Gasta Talk :Towards a Devolved Model of Management of OER? The Case of the Irish Higher Education Sector.

Launch of #UDL_UL Universal Design for Learning Community of
Practice
To celebrate the launch of UDL at UL, Universal Design for Learning Community of Practice, Dr Sean Bracken (University of Worcester) delivered a
keynote on ‘Developing UDL Professional Learning Communities to Enhance Cross Campus Inclusion’. The launch took place online on Thursday
25th November at 12 noon as an opportunity to learn about the emerging UDL Community of Practice (CoP) and to join UDL at UL. The event
was sponsored through the VIT&L National Forum week. To find out
more about UDL at UL, go to the UDL CoP Homepage. Follow us on

Dr Sean Bracken

Twitter @UDL_UL.

Reimagining Assessment—Community of Practice
Reimagining Assessment: Reflecting the views of learners and educators, an
interactive resource, which was developed through a national collaborative

community of practice led by UL and DCU, and funded by the SATLE19
fund, was launched by Prof Susan Deeley, University of Glasgow who
delivered a keynote on Student-staff partnerships in learning and a
ssessment.
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National and International Events
At a national level as part of the Scholarship Call issued by the National Forum for VIT&L week (Valuing Ireland’s
Teaching and Learning), several digital posters were accepted which showcased key projects led by CTL personnel:
Reimagining Assessment: An Irish Community of Practice- Fiona O’Riordan and Mary Fitzpatrick

•

LevUL up: A Digital Skills Development Programme for Students at the University of Limerick,

David Moloney, Michelle Breen and Anna Maria Gildea.
•

Virtual Orientation: Enhancing The First Year Experience- Denis Murphy, Jesse Waters, Sarah Gibbons
and Claire Halpin

•

Badge of honour? An exploration of the use of digital badges to support a partnership approach to
faculty development- Angelica Risquez, Dara Cassidy and Gearoid O’Suilleabhain.

•

Emerging Issues IV: Changing Times, Changing Contexts – Margaret Keane, Ide O’Sullivan and Claire
McAvinia.

•

Towards a developed model of management of OER? The Case of the Irish Higher Education Sector- Angelica Risquez, Claire McAvinia, Yvonne Desmond, Catherine Bruen, Deirdre Ryan and Ann Coughlan

•

Flexible Pathways to Professional Development- Gwen Moore, Emma O’Brien, Mary Fitzpatrick, Ide O’Sullivan, Laura Costelloe, Martin Fitzgerald and Sarah O’Toole.
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Creating a Framework for Talking about Writing for the Facilitation of Writing Transfer: Focus on STEM WritingLawrence Cleary and Kathy Bradley

Development of Framework for a Digital Learner Support Hub (DLSH)- James Murphy and Clem O’Donnell.
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National Academic Integrity Network (NAIN)
As part of the programme published for National Aca-

Association for Learning Technology (ALT)

demic Integrity Week by the National Academic Integ-

As part of ALT Active Learning Special Interest

rity Network (QQI), a UL panel with representation

Group seminar series, the UL approach to ABC

from academics, Library, Writing Centre and CTL

Learning Design was presented on October 13th

presented on the supports, challenges and approaches in relation to academic integrity on Thursday 21st
October. The recording of the session has been
curated together with a comprehensive collection of
national and institutional resources for faculty and
staff.

Continuous Professional Development
Online Professional Development
•

Introduction to Teaching in Higher Education for New Tutors.

•

Shared Understanding of Assessment – the principles, terminology, methodology and standards of quality.

•

Communities of Practice (CoPs) in Teaching & Learning in Higher Education .

•

Writing Your Teaching Philosophy Statement.

Look out for webinars for 2022 on our Events page!
Peer Observation Network.
The peer observation network again proved very popular with UL lecturing staff engaging in peer observation of
online asynchronous, synchronous and face to face teaching.
Grad Cert/Dip/MA in Teaching, Learning & Scholarship
There were 4 graduates from the Graduate Certificate, 15 graduates from the Graduate Diploma and 7 graduates
from the MA in Teaching, Learning and Scholarship. Currently, participants on the programme are continuing to
engage in an exciting blended and online delivery of the programme in order to build the skills, competencies,
insights and capacities required to bring the highest quality teaching and learning experiences to their students,
while also helping them to manage and progress their own scholarly careers.

Excellence in Teaching Awards
The UL and Regional Teaching Excellence Awards 2021/22 were launched
with high number of nominations from across all faculties.

